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South Africa’s diverse economy, strategic role in Africa and political history create a unique business and regulatory
environment. The Dentons South Africa Newsletter will help you keep abreast of issues that affect doing business in,
from and with South Africa. Every month this newsletter will provide you with a collection of articles, alerts and
guidelines from our offices around the world.
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The dawn of a new legal landscape in South Africa
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Public Policy/Regulatory developments in Zimbabwe

Global
Smart (flying) objects above our roof: the U-space project
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Public Policy/Regulatory developments in Zimbabwe
January 31, 2019

The Public Private Partnership Act No. 19 of 2010 (the Act) is the principal act made for the purpose of providing an
institutional framework for the implementation of public private partnership (PPP) agreements. The Act outlines the
rules and procedures of the procurement process and development of public and private sector partnerships.

Smart (flying) objects above our roof: the U-space project
January 22, 2019

Drones are a growing business in Europe, delivering services in all environments, including urban areas. Drones’
utilization likely will increase not only in military, business and emergency fields but they are likely to become a part of
our everyday life.
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On December 12, 2018, the General Court of the European Union partially annulled the Commission’s decision on the
existence of restrictive agreements and an abuse of dominant position on the perindopril market by Laboratoires
Servier, and reduced the fine imposed by nearly a third, i.e. by €102.67 million.
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